REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL NO. P-263

ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION SERVICES, TERM CONTRACT

Due Date: 09/28/2020, Time: 3:00 PM

AMENDMENT NO. 1
DATED 08/10/20

bid@baltimorecountymd.gov

BRIAN MOHNEY, STAFF BUYER
PHONE: 410-887-3243

PLEASE SIGN BELOW ACKNOWLEDGING RECEIPT OF THIS ADDENDUM AND RETURN WITH YOUR BID.

__________________________  ________________________
Company Name            Signature
The following information is offered, as the result of correspondence received through August 10, 2020.

1. **Question:** Will any contractor with less than 7 stream restoration projects be considered for award?
   
   **Answer:** Section 6.1.3 of the General Conditions (Page 38) states:
   
   “Construction Team- submit up to 10 projects for construction work- 7 stream restoration and 3 projects representing other types of environmental restoration service listed in Section 2.1.”
   
   This requirement is intended to denote a **maximum** of 10 projects. Less than 10 projects would be considered, and reviewed during the evaluation process. Size and scope of submitted projects will be factored in to the evaluation.

2. **Question:** Does the County have a schedule in place by which they will publish Questions and Answers?
   
   **Answer:** There is no schedule for publishing Questions and Answers. Questions and Answers will be posted periodically as addenda on the website. Pursuant to Section 4 of the General Conditions (Page 37), the deadline for written questions pertaining to this solicitation is seven (7) working days prior to the due date of proposals.

3. **Question:** Can the County provide a set of to-scale drawings for the Kelly Branch Stream Restoration Mock Project?
   
   **Answer:** Please see the attachment entitled “Drawings”.

4. **Question:** Does the County have a set of minimum qualifications in place for the personnel roles listed in section 6.1.2 of the RFP?
   
   **Answer:** No. The Offeror shall provide resumes for the individuals filling the roles listed in Section 6.1.2 of the RFP. Resumes shall be reviewed during the proposal evaluation process.

5. **Question:** Are contractors locked into using only the subcontractors identified in the submission?
   
   **Answer:** Any sub-contractors named in order to achieve the MBE/ WBE Sub-Contracting Requirement must be utilized. Any proposed changes to the MBE/WBE Sub-Contracting plan must submitted to the County in writing for consideration. Otherwise, subcontractors may be selected based on the specialties necessitated by individual job assignments.

6. All other terms and conditions remain the same.